MINT  NOTES	xcvil
the sign Gemini. A Cancer zodiacal mohar bearing the name o£ Nur Jahan, dated 1034, 20 R., is recorded as having been In the Da Cuiiha Collection. Coin No. 1187 Is a tiny piece of the nisdr type, but does not bear that appellation.
Coins of Shah Jahan are known in all three metals* The rupees are found In the usual Kalima, Kalima-Ilahi, and fi square areas? types. Shah Jahan struck silver nisars at Kashmir,
Rupees have been found of Aurangzeb and Shah £Alam I, while gold coins of Aurangzeb and Farrukhsiyar are known. Muhammad Shah struck at Kashmir In all three metals, and a few rupees of 'Alanigir II exist. Coin No. 2706 Is the first specimen published of Ahmad Shah, and Is of a couplet type. It was attributed by Mr. C. J. Rodgers to the Afghan, Ahmad Shah Durrani, but I think It Is an Issue of the Mughal Ahmad Shah, because the couplets otherwise unknown on the coins of Ahmad Shah Durrani, is found on rupees of the Mughal emperor struck at Imtiyazgarh—see /. M. Cat., No. 2104—a place where the Afghan invader could have had no Influence. See also N. S. XV, § 89,
The mint of Kashmir Is well represented here. None of the coins from this mint are common.
KORA
Lat, 26° lf       Long, 80° 22'
G.	S.	C.
Muhammad Shah       —	11	—
Shah 'Alarn II	—	1	—
Kora Is now a small town in the United Provinces District of Fathpur. In the days of Akbar it was the head-quarters of a scvrJcar In the Province of Ilahabad.
The first known Issue from this mint Is a copper dam of Akbar in the Cabinet of Mr. H. Nelson Wright, on which Kora is called Daru-s-saltcwiat. The mint does not reappear till the reign of KafTu-d-darjat, who struck rupees there, as did Shah Jahan II. Coins In both gold and silver are known of Muhammad Shah and 'Alamglr II, and rupees of Ahmad Shah and Shah *Alam II. The silver coins of Shah 'Alam II belong to a • characteristic group struck at a few mints In, the neighbourhood of JhansI, three 'of which are Kalpi, Kora} and Kunch. All are similar In style, and are distinguished by the addition of the word hijrZ after the mint-name. The probable reason for this peculiarity Is that the hijw date Is present on both sides of the coin.
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